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What is digital transformation?

Phenomenon of Digitalization 

EMPOWERING MAGIC WAND
Unparalleled opportunities for value creation 
It used to take Fortune 500 companies an average of 
20 years to reach a billion dollar valuation. Today’s 
digital start-ups are getting there in 4 years

(following report issued by World Economic Forum)

SELF-EVOLVING FORCE
Affordable technologies create more demand 
In 2007, a top-of-the-range drone cost $100,000;
in 2015, a model with similar specifications could be
bought for $500. As technology becomes cheaper, it
penetrates all aspects of life, creating demand for
new devices
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What is digital transformation?

Myths and Reality

MYTH: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
WILL WIDEN INEQUALITY.
REALITY: SOME WORKERS WILL BE 
DISPLACED BY NEW TECHNOLOGY, 
BUT DIGITAL ALSO HAS THE 
POTENTIAL TO PROMOTE INCLUSIVE 
GROWTH.

Connectivity enables remote villages with
opportunities equal to urban environments,
offering education via e-learning, medical
support via e-health, and business
infrastructure via e-apps.
Examples:
• Digital technologies have enabled 200

million Indians to open bank accounts
in 2015.

• A Philippines Union Bank experiment
used blockchain technology to allow
500 rural banks to offer loans and other
bank services to a rural population.

MYTH: DIGITAL IS THE NEXT DOT-
COM BUBBLE. THE FAD WILL END
SOON.
REALITY: THE TRAIN IS LEAVING
THE STATION, AND INDIVIDUALS
AND ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO GET
ONBOARD QUICKLY.

During the ERA OF THE DOT-COM
BUBBLE, businesses were massively
shifting online. It introduced a new
way to conduct business, but the
rules remained the same. E-stores
would still operate the same way as a
grocery across the street.

DIGITALIZATION is a new book of
rules that changes the way business
and customer service are carried out.
Technology unstoppably creates new
tools (AR, IoT and such), aiming to
change the way we operate.

MYTH: INCREMENTAL REFORM TO
REGULATION WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO
KEEP UP WITH DIGITAL INNOVATION.
REALITY: NEW FRAMEWORKS ARE 
NEEDED FOR REGULATION TO REMAIN 
RELEVANT AND NOT INHIBIT THE 
PROCESS.

“Seven- to twelve-year regulatory

policy timelines do not reflect the speed
of the Internet,” says Jack Ma, CEO of
Alibaba. “We should create an eWTO,
led by business and supported by
government.”

Shipping is a highly regulated 
international market. The rise of new 
technologies (in particular autonomous 
vessels) requires a new set of global 
rules to manage operations and 
potential risks.



Learning 
from 
other 
business 
sectors –
where 
they 
lead, 
should 
we 
follow?

Source: Industry Agenda 2016 
by World Economic Forum



Learning from other business sectors – where they lead, should we follow?

Digital transformation has greater value at 
stake for society over industry (2016 -2025)

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
$0.7 trillion value for industry through channel migration to 
virtual purchases, value-added subscriptions, and next-
generation servicing. 
$3.1 trillion value for society  through reduced crash costs, 
lower insurance premiums, fewer road casualties, and lower 
carbon emissions.

CONSUMER INDUSTRIES
$4.8 trillion value for industry through consumer data flow 
and value capture, experience economy, omni-channel retail, 
and digital operating model.
$5.4 trillion value for society through time savings from 
shopping online and lesser emissions due to fewer amount of 
cars on the streets, drone deliveries, etc.

Source: Industry Agenda 2016 
by World Economic Forum



Learning from other business sectors – where they lead, should we follow?

Value to society and industry from digital themes 
in the automotive, consumer, electricity, and 

logistics industries (2016 -2025)

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY 
$1.3 trillion value for industry through asset performance 
management, energy solution integration, energy storage 
integration, and real-time network clouds.
$1.7 trillion value for society through pure value creation to 
customers (worth nearly $1 trillion), reduction in carbon 
emissions (approximately $750 billion), and net job 
creation (about $270 billion).

LOGISTICS INDUSTRY
$2.3 trillion value for industry through crowdsourcing and 
real-time tracking.
$2.3 trillion value for society through better utilization rates 
and 10-11% emissions by 2025.

Source: Industry Agenda 2016 
by World Economic Forum



Singapore 2019

OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS FROM DIGITALIZATION FOR 
THE MARITIME SECTOR
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INVESTMENT TRENDS

*

Digitalization is no longer a 
concept, but a reality and 

the only way forward.

*

Recent studies by the 
Boston Consultancy Group 

reflect that the digital 
sector attracted $3.3 billion 

of venture capital 
investments over the past 

6 years (2012-2017)



PORT CHARGES 
(21 %)

FUEL COST (46 %)

REPAIRS (10%)

INSURANCE 10%

PERSONAL 10%

Connected Smart 

Ships can reduce 

this cost by 7%

Remote 

maintenance can 

reduce costs by 

20%

It is a matter of 

time before we 

see a lower cost 

for smart ships

Connected ships 

offer more 

communication 

opportunities  at 

a lower cost for 

the company

WHY TO INVEST

On average, satcom 
helps to optimize 

operational costs by

30% 



BENEFITS OF GOING DIGITAL: CREW WELFARE

Scratch card system for  ondemand data and voice 
services

Increased performance
less distraction due to being away 
from home

Higher retention rate
keeping crew connected helps to 
secure higher efficiency onsite



Tight control over the communication 
budget

Access to 
advanced online 
reporting of the 
network usage

Access to the 
Vessel 
Management 
System

Opportunity to 
connect 
contractors to the 
vessel network at 
no extra cost

BENEFITS OF GOING DIGITAL: REMOTE OFFICE

Access to smart 
applications 
(remote 
maintenance, 
surveillance, and 
more)



Improving service efficiency

• Non-essential travel can be eliminated

• The customer’s benefit over the  
purchased service or equipment can 
be maximized

BENEFITS OF GOING DIGITAL: REMOTE MAINTENANCE

Increasing operational efficiency 

• No need to hire a large maintenance 
staff; instead, the customer has an 
opportunity to invest in smaller, but 
more qualified teams

• Fast responses to onsite situations 
minimize interception of workflows, 
resulting in cost savings for business

• E-sessions of remote maintenance 
contribute to the further development 
of crew qualifications



24/7 monitoring of business operations, 
both fixed and mobile

Internal visibility of data & 
supply chain insights for better 

decision making 

BENEFITS OF GOING DIGITAL: IoT



ENSURING A PERMANENT & AFFORDABLE LINK

SET UP OF SMART

PROCESSES  IS EASY

IS CHALLENGING



Oslo, Norway 2019

CHALLENGES OF GOING DIGITAL



AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS

Automation requires a 
stable connection

-
To avoid link failure, it is 
essential to have a back-
up line (two back-up lines 

are even better) 

VSATL-BAND

Big data 
transfers

Resilient 
connection

VSAT + L-band

Digitalization
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CYBER SECURITY

The more autonomous vessels are

• the higher the risk is of a cyber 
attack 

• the greater the impact of that 
attack may be

Digital
operations



Operator Company End User

CYBER SECURITY

Going digital means 
higher cyber risks

-
Majority of cyber 

threats can be 
eliminated with the 

proper security 
processes in place

Cyber security 
service package

End-point & 
two keys

Satcom platform

Isolated 
environment

Introduction of 
new policies

Investing in 
trainings

Technical set up Follow rules

Attend trainings



• Virtual platform for future applications

• Load balancing between main link & back-up

• Cyber security compliant, today and tomorrow

• Manages different environments (corporate, 
welfare, FTP)

• Can accommodate VNFs

WHEN TO ADOPT?

In the modern fast-paced environment, it is hard 
to be up-to-date with evolving technologies. 

When is the right time to adopt?

SATCOM SOLVES THE RIDDLE!



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
ANY QUESTIONS?

Presented by Nabil Ben Soussia
Vice President – Maritime
IEC Telecom


